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SIPRI work on post-shipment OSIs

Upcoming in 2022:

- Good practice guide
- Adopting on-site inspections
- Requiring on-site inspections
- Conducting on-site inspections
- Follow-on steps after on-site inspections
- Policy Brief about on-site inspections and PSSM
- Policy Paper about the wider adoption of on-site inspections
Post-shipment On-site Inspections of Military Materiel: Challenges and Responses

**Adopting on-site inspections**
- Challenge - Need to adjust domestic legislation
- Response – Limited if the focus is on confidence building

**Requesting on-site inspections**
- Challenge – Sensitivities associated with attaching inspection clauses
- Response – Focus on the cooperative aspects of the instrument

**Conducting on-site inspections**
- Challenge – Having necessary resources and expertise
- Response – Draw from available explicit and implicit knowledge
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